
 

Teaching “Listening” – The First Step in Teaching Phonological 

Awareness 

 

 

1) Listening to Sounds 

 

 Through this game, children will discover that if they 

listen, they can hear sounds from outdoors, indoors, and 

even from within themselves.   

 Before starting the game, talk about the difference 

between listening with closed eyes and with open eyes.  

(I.e. it is easier to focus on sounds with closed eyes.) 

 Ask children to sit with their eyes closed and just listen.  

After a few minutes, invite them to name different 

sounds that they hear.  Some examples of sounds they 

might hear include: 

 

       - Birds                - Drips                - Rustling of treetops 

       - Breathing         - Fan                   - Swallowing 

       - Cars                 - Flies                 - Trucks 

       - Clocks              - Footsteps         - Voices 

       - Dogs                - Heartbeat        - Wind blowing 

 

 For variety or to extend the range of sounds that can be 

heard, repeat this game in a different location or using 

tape recordings.   

 You could also use music CD’s and ask children to identify 

different instruments 

 

 

 

 



2) Listening to Sequences of Sounds 

 In this game, children are asked first to identify single 

sounds and then to identify each one of a sequence of 

sounds. 

 

Step One: 

o Ask children to cover their eyes with their hands 

while the adult makes a familiar noise such as 

closing the door, sneezing, or playing a key on the 

piano.  By listening and without peeking, the children 

try to identify the noise. 

o Once the children can successfully identify one 

noise, move on to step two. 

 

Step Two: 

o Make two noises, one after the other.  Without 

peeking, ask children to guess the two sounds in 

sequence saying “There were two sounds.  First we 

heard a “___”, and then we heard a “___”.   

o ***Do not move on to three sounds before children 

can identify two a number of times in a row*** 

 

Step Three: 

o Make three noises, one after the other.  Without 

peeking, ask children to guess the three sounds in 

sequence saying “First we heard a “___”, second we 

heard a “___” and last we heard a “___”. 

o Once children are able to successfully identify 

three sounds a number of times, begin to ask 

“Which sound was first?”  “Which was second?” 

“Which sound was third?” 

o ***Note:  Do not present more than three 

sounds.***   



 

Some Ideas For Sounds To Make: 

 

   - Banging on a wall/table/lap           - Opening a window or door                                                                   

   - Blowing                                          - Pouring liquid 

   - Blowing a whistle                           - Ringing a bell 

   - Blowing a nose                               - Rubbing hands together 

   - Clapping                                        - Scratching 

   - Clicking with tongue                      - Sharpening a pencil 

   - Closing a purse                              - Slamming a book closed 

   - Coloring hard on paper                  - Crushing crackers 

   - Coughing                                       - Snapping fingers 

   - Crumpling paper                            - Stamping feet 

   - Cutting with a knife                      - Stirring with a teaspoon 

   - Cutting with scissors                    - Tearing paper 

   - Dropping various things                - Tiptoeing 

   - Drumming with fingers                 - Turning on a computer 

   - Eating an apple                             - Walking 

   - Folding paper                               - Whistling 

   - Hammering                                   - Writing on a chalkboard 

   - Hopping                                        - Writing with a pencil 

   - Noisy chewing                               - An alarm clock 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


